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Canadian Mortgage Professionals Inc is a dynamic, privately owned mortgage

brokerage firm based in Calgary, Alberta. We have dedicated the last 20 years to

finding mortgages that are tailored to the needs and goals of our clients.We are a

team of five fully trained mortgage professionals, governed by the Real Estate Act

and licensed through the Real Estate Council of Alberta (RECA) – whose mandate is

to protect consumers and provide services that enhance and improve the industry.

Ongoing annual education is one requirement for maintaining our licenses which

also keeps us up to date serving our customers’ needs.  With over 55 years of

combined experience, our team has the skills and knowledge to help you find a

mortgage that is perfect for you and your lifestyle.An independent (not part of a

national franchise or bank) mortgage broker is a professional, licensed through the

Real Estate Council of Alberta (RECA). Bob Reader is the Broker at Canadian

Mortgage Professionals Inc. Bob is responsible for his team of Associates, who are

also licensed (through RECA) to deal in mortgages. Bob’s team includes Ken, Jackie

and Colleen – who will all work on your mortgage as if they were doing it for

themselves. If you’re not happy, we are not happy.A mortgage broker not only

works to get you the best interest rate, acting as a liaison between you and the

lender, a mortgage broker/associate handles everything from the initial application,

a search of the products available, collection of documentation, support and advice

to ensure you are comfortable with the process and the final product.The role of a                                                page 1 / 2



mortgage broker doesn’t stop at securing your mortgage – we provide follow up

throughout your term and we are easily accessible to answer any questions that

may arise, we send regular market updates to keep you in the mortgage loop. As

your term reaches maturity you can expect a call from our team to ensure you are

well positioned for the next term in your mortgage.Give us a call today, you'll be

happy you did.403-509-24341-877-676-4496

Specialization(s): Mortgages, Loans
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